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Background: Gefitinib (Gef), an important epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), is used
to treat lung cancer, but low water solubility and poor bioavailability severely limit its application in cancer therapy.
Methods: In this study, nano-graphene oxide (NGO) was decorated with hyaluronic acid
(HA) by a linker cystamine dihydrochloride containing disulfide bonds (-SS-), followed by the
incorporation of gefitinib, thus, constructing a HA-functionalized GO-based gefitinib delivery
system (NGO-SS-HA-Gef). Subsequently, studies of biological experiments in vitro and in vivo
were performed to investigate the therapeutic effect of the system in lung cancer.
Results: The HA-grafted GO nanosheets possessed enhanced physiological stability, admirable
biocompatibility, and no obvious side effects in mice and could act as a nanocarrier for the delivery
of gefitinib to tumor. Cellular uptake and intracellular cargo release assays showed that the uptake
of NGO-SS-HA by A549 cells was facilitated via CD44 receptor-mediated endocytosis, and that
more drug was released from NGO-SS-HA in the presence of GSH than in the absence of GSH.
The target-specific binding of NGO-SS-HA to cancer cells with redox-responsive cargo release
significantly enhanced the abilities of gefitinib-loaded GO nanosheets to induce cell apoptosis,
suppress cell proliferation, and inhibit tumor growth in lung cancer cell-bearing mice.
Conclusion: The results demonstrated the potential utility of NGO-SS-HA-Gef for therapeutic
applications in the treatment of lung cancer.
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Lung cancer, one of the most common cancers in the world, has become the leading cause
of cancer-related death globally, with non-small-cell lung cancer accounting for ~80%.1–3
Hence, increasing attention has been paid to the study of drugs against lung cancer. In
the past few decades, researchers have developed many anti-lung cancer drugs to extend
patient survival time, such as paclitaxel,4,5 docetaxel,6,7 and cisplatin.8,9 In addition, a few
drugs specifically targeted against lung cancer have been used in clinical treatment, such
as gefitinib (Gef).10–12 Gef can restrict the activity of epidermal growth factor receptor
tyrosine kinase (EGFR-TK), enhance the apoptosis of tumor cells, and then inhibit tumor
growth. Although Gef has shown strong potential in the treatment of lung cancer, it is
limited in this application by some of its clear defects,13–15 such as low water solubility,
poor bioavailability, and side effects. Therefore, developing a Gef delivery system is
necessary to overcome these shortcomings and improve its bioavailability.
Graphene oxide (GO), a prominent type of two-dimensional material, has attracted
tremendous attention in many fields, including biomedicine, in recent years because
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of its unique properties.16–20 However, GO aggregates rapidly in solutions rich in salts or proteins, which hinders the
application of GO in biomedicine. Sun et al first reported that
nano-graphene oxide (NGO) decorated with polyethylene
glycol (PEG) could be dispersed evenly in both physiological
solution and cell medium and act as a nanocarrier for doxorubicin loading in intracellular imaging and drug delivery.21
Subsequently, Song et al presented hyaluronic acid (HA)decorated GO as a nanocarrier for targeted and pH-responsive
anticancer drug delivery.22 HA, a water-soluble mucopolysaccharide, has excellent biodegradability, biocompatibility,
and non-immunogenicity. Moreover, it can also specifically
bind the cluster determinant 44 (CD44) receptor, which is
overexpressed on the surface of various tumor cells.23–25 HA
function not only improves the stability of GO in PBS and
cell medium but also enhances the uptake of GO by CD44
receptor-overexpressing cells via the specific interaction
between the CD44 receptor and HA.
However, similar to PEG,26 HA forms a shell on the surface
of nanosheets after combination with NGO, and this shell could
restrict the release of a loaded drug from the nanocarrier, which
seriously attenuates the therapeutic efficacy of the nanosheets.
Therefore, it is necessary to utilize special means to remove
the HA barrier for accelerating drug release, such as a redoxresponsive mechanism. The redox environment in a tumor cell
is an important parameter that may determine the response
of a tumor to certain chemotherapeutic agents and radiation.
Various intracellular molecules may contribute to the overall
redox status in tissues, including glutathione (GSH).26–29 GSH,
a tripeptide consisting of glutamic acid, cysteine, and glycine,
can be found in almost all cells in the body, and the intracellular
concentration of GSH is significantly higher than its extracellular concentration.30,31 A triggering mechanism based on the
evident difference in GSH concentration could therefore be
utilized to remove the diffusion barrier caused by HA.
In the current work, a new NGO-based drug delivery
system was developed and decorated with HA via disulfide
bonds (Figure 1A). The resulting NGO-SS-HA-Gef can not
only improve the above shortcomings of Gef in the treatment of lung cancer but also promote the accumulation of
nanosheets in tumor sites and facilitate drug release from
the nanosheets in response to tumor-relevant GSH. Briefly,
HA was conjugated onto the surface of NGO with a linker,
cystamine dihydrochloride. The successful preparation of
NGO-SS-HA was confirmed by infrared (IR) spectroscopy,
UV–vis spectroscopy, and atomic force microscopy (AFM).
Then, Gef was physically loaded onto NGO-SS-HA via π–π
stacking and hydrophobic interactions to afford a nanosheet
complex, NGO-SS-HA-Gef. The surface-engineered structure
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of NGO-SS-HA-Gef was found to accelerate the release of Gef
from the nanosheets in the presence of GSH. Next, rhodamine
B (RB), a fluorescent dye, was loaded onto the NGO-SS-HA to
generate a nanohybrid, NGO-SS-HA-RB, which was used to
investigate the cellular uptake of NGO-SS-HA and intracellular
cargo release from the nanosheets. The in vitro cytotoxicity of
NGO-SS-HA-Gef against cells was evaluated in a dose- and
time-dependent manner. Finally, a series of in vivo studies
were conducted to investigate the tissue biodistribution of
NGO-SS-HA-Gef and evaluate its efficacy in tumor therapy.

Experimental section
Materials
The native graphite flake was purchased from Alfa Aesar
($99.8%, Ward Hill, MA, USA). NaCl ($99.0%), H3PO4
($85.0%), H2SO4 (98.0%), H2O2 ($30.0%), and HCl ($36.0%)
were acquired from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd
(Shanghai, China). Cystamine dihydrochloride and hexamethylenediamine (HMD) were purchased from Bide Pharmatech Ltd
(Shanghai, China). Hyaluronic acid (MW =35 kDa) was obtained
from Fureda Biological Technology Co., Ltd (Jinan, China).
Gefitinib was purchased from Meilun Biological Technology
Co., Ltd (Dalian, China). Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) and
Ham’s F-12K (Kaighn’s) Medium were purchased from Dingguo Changsheng Biotechnology Co., Ltd (Beijing, China). Glutathione reduced ethyl ester (GSH-OEt, $90%) and glutathione
(98%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St Louis, MO,
USA). All other reagents were purchased from J&K Scientific
Ltd (Shanghai, China) and used without further purification.

Preparation of NGO
GO was prepared from native graphite flake following an
improved Hummer’s method.32 The resulting GO was mixed
with NaOH aqueous solution (4 mg/mL), and the mixed
solution was sonicated at 1,000 W for 3 hours to convert OH
groups to COOH groups. The resulting GO-COOH solution
was neutralized with dilute HCl, dialyzed in water for 1 week
to remove impurities, and filtered through a 0.45 µm filter to
fully remove any large-scale GO-COOH for NGO-COOH.

Synthesis of NGO-SS-HA
HA was dispersed in 2-(N-Morpholino) ethanesulfonic
acid buffer (pH 6.2) followed by the addition of hydrochloride (EDC) (50 mg) and 1-hydroxybenzotriazole
(70 mg). The mixed solution was stirred vigorously for
1 hour. The activated HA was added dropwise into 20 mL
of cystamine dihydrochloride aqueous solution (56 mg/mL)
over 10 minutes, and then the solution was stirred overnight.
International Journal of Nanomedicine 2018:13
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Figure 1 (A) Scheme showing the fabrication process of NGO-SS-HA-Gef, its capability to target cancer cells, and intracellular drug release triggered by redox responsiveness
to GSH. (B) Images of NGO and NGO-SS-HA in water, PBS, and cell medium for 1 week. FTIR spectra (C) of HA, HA-SS, NGO, and NGO-SS-HA; AFM images (D) of NGO
and NGO-SS-HA. (E and G) The thickness of NGO and NGO-SS-HA measured by AFM. (F and H) Histograms of NGO and NGO-SS-HA diameters, respectively.
Abbreviations: NGO, nano-graphene oxide; HA, hyaluronic acid; Gef, gefitinib; GSH, glutathione; FTIR, Fourier transform infrared; AFM, atomic force microscopy.
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HA-SS-NH2 was acquired by freeze-drying after dialyzing
against water for 2 days.
For the synthesis of NGO-SS-HA, 10 mL of NGO
solution (1 mg/mL) was incubated with EDC (15 mg) and
n-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS, 18 mg) for 1 hour. The resulting
N-hydroxysuccinimide-activated NGO was washed with water
several times by ultrafiltration to remove residual EDC and
NHS, and then HA-SS-NH2 aqueous solution (2 mg/mL) was
added. After sonication for 30 minutes and stirring for 24 hours,
non-conjugated HA-SS-NH2 was removed by ultrafiltration.
The resulting NGO-SS-HA was stored at 4°C until use.

Loading of Gef on NGO-SS-HA
NGO-SS-HA aqueous solution (0.4 mg/mL) was mixed with
various concentrations of Gef in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
solution and stirred for 24 hours. Excess Gef precipitated as solid
was removed by centrifugation at 5,000 rpm for 20 minutes.
The supernatant was filtered through a 0.45 µm filter to fully
remove any solids and then washed five times by ultrafiltration
to remove the small amount of solubilized Gef. The obtained
NGO-SS-HA-Gef was re-suspended in PBS and stored until
use. The UV–vis spectra of NGO-SS-HA before and after drug
loading were recorded to determine the drug loading ratio.

GSH-induced Gef release in vitro
To evaluate the pH and redox-responsive release property,
NGO-SS-HA-Gef in PBS at different pH values (5.5 and 7.4)
and GSH concentrations (0 µM, 2 µM and 10 mM) was loaded
into dialysis tubes. At designated time points, 0.2 mL of each
dialysis solution was removed, and the same volume of fresh corresponding buffer was added. The amount of Gef released was
measured by the UV–vis spectra at a wavelength of 343 nm.

Cell culture
A549 cells and HELF cells were purchased from the Cell
Resource Center of Shanghai Institute for Biological Sciences
(Chinese Academy of Sciences). A549 cells were cultured in
Ham’s F12K medium (Sigma-Aldrich Co., Ltd.), and HELF
cells were cultured in DMEM. The medium was supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen) and
1% penicillin/streptomycin. The cells were all maintained at
37°C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2.

Cytotoxicity of NGO-SS-HA against
cells in vitro
The cytotoxicity of NGO-SS-HA against cells was measured
using the CCK-8 assay. A549 and HELF cells were seeded into
96-well cell culture plates at 1×104/well for 24 hours and incubated with NGO-SS-HA at various concentrations for another
7460
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24, 48, and 72 hours. Next, the absorbance of each well was
measured at 450 nm with a microplate reader (Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland). The cell viability was computed by the
following equation: Cell viability = (ODtreated/ODcontrol)×100%.

Hemolysis assays in vitro
Blood samples (obtained from a healthy a mouse) were stabilized with ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid. Red blood cells
were separated from serum by centrifugation at 1,000 rpm for
10 minutes, washed several times with PBS, and then diluted
with PBS. Then, 0.3 mL of diluted suspension was mixed with
1) 0.9 mL of PBS as a negative control, 2) 0.9 mL of deionized water as a positive control, or 3) 0.9 mL of NGO-SS-HA
dispersions at various concentrations. Next, all the mixtures
were shaken at 100 rpm for 2 hours at 37°C and centrifuged
at 14,000 rpm. The absorbance of the supernatants at 541 nm
was measured by UV–vis spectroscopy. Hemolysis percentage (%) = (Atreated - Anegative)/(Apositive - Anegative)×100%.

Cellular uptake of NGO-SS-HA
To study the mechanism of the nanosheets entering into cells,
RB was used as a fluorescent probe to determine the ability
of the HA-modified GO nanosheets to specifically bind CD44
receptor-overexpressing cancer cells. The loading of RB onto
NGO-SS-HA was similar to that of Gef.
A549 (CD44 receptor-positive) and HELF cells (CD44
receptor-negative) were seeded separately into confocal dishes
at densities of 1×105 and 2×105 cell/dish and allowed to grow
for 24 hours. Next, the cells were treated with 0 or 5 mg/mL
HA for 2 hours and then incubated with NGO-SS-HA-RB
([RB] =5 µg/mL) for another 2 hours. Then, each dish was
washed with PBS three times, and paraformaldehyde (4%)
was added to fix the cell morphology. After staining with
DAPI, confocal fluorescence images of the cells were acquired
by confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) in the two
channels relevant to DAPI (405 nm) and RB (550 nm).
The cellular uptake of the nanosheets by cells were also
measured by fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS).
A549 and HELF cells pre-seeded in six-well plates were
incubated with 0 or 5 mg/mL HA for 2 hours. The cells
were washed with PBS three times and then incubated with
NGO-SS-HA-RB ([RB] =5 µg/mL) for another 2 hours. After
washing with PBS three times, the cells were harvested with
trypsin and re-suspended in PBS for FACS analyses.

Redox-dependent intracellular
cargo release
To clarify the mechanism of intracellular drug release from
the nanosheets, RB was again used as the fluorescent probe.
International Journal of Nanomedicine 2018:13
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Briefly, A549 cells were seeded into a confocal dish at a
density of 1×105 for 24 hours. Next, the cells were treated
with fresh cell medium containing GSH-OEt at various concentrations for 2 hours and incubated with NGO-SS-HA-RB
([RB] =5 µg/mL) for another 2 hours. After washing with
PBS twice, fluorescence images of the cells were acquired
by CLSM.
For the FACS analyses, A549 cells pre-seeded in six-well
plates were treated with GSH-OEt for 2 hours, followed
by incubation with NGO-SS-HA-RB ([RB] =5 µg/mL) for
another 2 hours. These cells were analyzed by flow cytometry
after trypsinization and washing with PBS three times.

1,500 rpm and stained with a solution containing 1% (v/v)
Triton X-100, 0.01% RNase, and 0.05% propidium iodide
(PI) for 30 minutes in the dark for flow cytometry analyses.
For the detection of cell apoptosis, A549 cells pre-seeded
in six-well plates were treated with or without 10 mM GSHOEt for 2 hours. After washing with PBS, fresh cell medium
containing Gef or NGO-SS-HA-Gef ([Gef] =10 µg/mL) was
added and incubated with the cells for 24, 48, and 72 hours.
Then, the cells were trypsinized, washed with PBS, and
stained with fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled Annexin V
and PI. The percentage of apoptotic cells was quantified
using flow cytometry.

Evaluation of intracellular Gef levels

Tissue biodistribution in vivo

A549 cells were divided into four groups: group 1 with cells
only, group 2 with cells incubated with HA+ NGO-SS-HAGef, group 3 with cells treated with NGO-SS-HA-Gef only,
and group 4 with cells incubated with GSH-OEt+ NGO-SSHA-Gef. After the corresponding treatments, the cells were
washed with PBS three times, harvested after trypsinization,
and centrifuged at 1,500 rpm for 10 minutes. Then, the cells
were re-suspended in 1 mL of methanol, sonicated, and
centrifuged at 15,000 rpm. Finally, the supernatants were
evaluated by an absorbance spectrometer to determine the
concentration of Gef.

All studies involving animals were carried out in accordance
with the NSFC regulation concerning the care and use of
experimental animals approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee of Fuzhou University.
The tissue biodistribution of NGO-SS-HA-Gef was
evaluated in mice bearing lung tumors and compared with
that of free Gef. To develop the tumor model, A549 cells
(5×106) suspended in 50 µL of PBS were subcutaneously
injected into the forelimbs of female BALB/c nude mice.
When the mean tumor volume reached ~200 mm3, the nude
mice were randomly divided into six groups (n=3/group)
and treated with NGO-SS-HA-Gef or free Gef (dissolved
in PBS containing 0.5% DMSO) at a dose of 20 µg/mL
Gef. At designated time points (1, 2, and 12 hours), all mice
were sacrificed, and tissue samples (heart, liver, spleen,
lung, kidney, and tumor) were collected and weighed. The
concentration of Gef in tissue samples was determined by
HPLC. The abovementioned samples (100 mg) were ground
with 1 mL of methanol, and 100 µL of the homogenate was
mixed with 900 µL of internal standard solution (0.1 µg/mL
erlotinib in methanol) for HPLC analysis with a C18 column
(4.6×150 mm, 5 mm). The mobile phase was methanol/
ammonium acetate aqueous solution =70:30 (v/v), and the
detection wavelength was 343 nm.

Therapy in vitro
In the current work, the CCK-8 assay was used to investigate
the cytotoxic effects of the NGO-SS-HA-Gef nanosheets on
A549 cells. First, A549 cells pre-seeded into 96-well plates
were incubated with 0 or 10 mM GSH-OEt for 2 hours and
washed with PBS three times. NGO-SS-HA-Gef with various
Gef concentrations was added to these 96-well plates and
incubated with the cells for 24, 48, and 72 hours. The absorbance of each well was measured at 450 nm on a microplate
reader to determine the cell viability.

Detection of the cell cycle
and cell apoptosis
To further study the therapeutic efficacy of the nanosheets,
the cell cycle and cell apoptosis after various treatments were
analyzed by FACS. For the cell cycle assay, A549 cells preseeded in 6-well plates were treated with 0 or 10 mM GSHOEt for 2 hours and washed with PBS three times. The cells
were incubated with Gef or NGO-SS-HA-Gef at the same Gef
concentrations for 24, 48, and 72 hours. After trypsinization
and washing twice with ice-cold PBS, the cells were fixed
with cold 70% ethanol for 24 hours at 4°C. Subsequently, the
fixed cells were washed with PBS twice by centrifugation at
International Journal of Nanomedicine 2018:13

Therapy in vivo
To study the therapeutic efficacy of NGO-SS-HA-Gef in
depth, HA-modified GO nanosheets with HA that cannot be
separated in high-concentration GSH solution were developed as a control. HA was conjugated onto the surface of
NGO with HMD via EDC/NHS method. Gef was loaded on
to NGO-HMD-HA using a similar method as the loading of
Gef onto NGO-SS-HA.
The tumor model was developed as described earlier.
After the mean tumor volume reached ~100 mm3, the nude
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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mice were randomly divided into five groups (n=5/group).
Each group of nude mice was intravenously injected with
200 µL of PBS containing 0.5% DMSO, Gef, NGO-HMDHA-Gef, or NGO-SS-HA-Gef ([Gef] =20 µg/mL) every
3 days for 24 days. The tumor sizes were measured by a
Vernier caliper and calculated as follows: V (volume, mm3) =
length (mm) × width2 (mm2)/2. After 24 days, all the mice
were sacrificed, and the major organs were collected for
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and immunohistochemical
(IHC) staining.

Results and discussion
Synthesis of NGO-SS-HA
GO was synthesized from graphite flakes using the improved
Hummer’s method,32 and NGO was obtained by filtering
through a 0.45 µm filter. NGO was stable in pure water for
a month but aggregated in the presence of salts, especially
in PBS (Figure 1B). In this study, HA, a type of hydrophilic
mucopolysaccharide, was conjugated with NGO to enhance
the stability of NGO in PBS and cell medium. However, we
found that HA could generate a shell barrier on the surface
of NGO after conjugation, which limited drug release. To
address this problem, we conjugated HA with NGO via a
disulfide linker. The resulting NGO-SS-HA not only was
evenly dispersed in PBS and cell medium but also accelerated
the drug release in response to tumor-relevant GSH.
Characterization of GO was achieved by X-ray diffraction
(Figure S1) and Raman spectroscopy (Figure S2). After carboxylation of GO, the oxygen content was found to increase
from 51.36% to 58.87% (Figure S3), and the zeta potential
of GO also changed from -37.5 to -53.0 mV (Figure S4),
owing to the conversion of the OH groups into COOH groups.
When HA was conjugated with NGO by a disulfide bond, the
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrum confirmed the
presence of HA on the NGO nanosheets (Figure 1C). Briefly,
the FTIR spectrum of HA-SS showed peaks at 1,658 cm-1
and 1,560 cm-1 associated with amide bonds, confirming that
cystamine dihydrochloride was coupled with HA through
amide bonds. Next, HA-SS was conjugated with NGO via
the EDC/NHS method. The spectrum showed disappearance
of the peak at 1,736 cm-1 for NGO and the presence of the
characteristic peaks of HA-SS at 1,318 cm-1 and 1,150 cm-1
(skeletal acetal valence band), suggesting successful coupling
of HA on the surface of NGO. UV–vis spectroscopy is also
a good technique for the characterization of NGO-SS-HA
(Figure S5).
We then used AFM to characterize NGO nanosheets
before and after HA functionalization (Figure 1D and E).
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As-prepared NGO nanosheets were found to have an average thickness of ~1 nm, suggesting the complete exfoliation
of the NGO nanosheets down to individual ones.33 After
HA functionalization, the average thickness of the NGO
nanosheets increased to ~2.4 nm (Figure 1G), whereas their
average diameter decreased from ~250 to ~125 nm (Figure 1F
and H), mainly because of sonication.

Drug loading and redox-responsive
drug release in vitro
GO, a 2D material, has the advantage of an ultrahigh surface
area,34–36 which facilitates the loading of Gef onto nanosheets.
To investigate the potential Gef loading ability of NGOSS-HA nanosheets, NGO-SS-HA solution (0.4 mg/mL)
was mixed with various concentrations of Gef and stirred
for 24 hours at pH 7.0. UV–vis spectroscopy was employed
to determine the Gef loading efficiency. The absorbance of
NGO-SS-HA-Gef in 343 nm (Figure 2A) increased with
increasing weight ratio (between Gef and NGO-SS-HA).
When the ratio rose from 2 to 2.5, the absorbance was found
to not increase further (Figure 2B), indicating that maximum
drug loading was reached and was ~13.8%.
Many experimental factors are involved in drug release
from nanocarriers,37 such as nanoparticle size, pH, temperature, redox response, and drug–carrier interactions. To
study the behavior of Gef release from the nanosheets, we
investigated the drug release change as the function of pH
and GSH concentration through a dialysis method. At a pH
of 5.5 without GSH, 30.8% of Gef was released from the
nanosheets over 72 hours (Figure 2C). Upon exposure to
10 mM GSH, 60.1% of Gef was released from the nanosheets
under the same conditions, and the rate of drug release was
1.95 times faster than that in the absence of GSH, suggesting that the GSH level in tumor cells can trigger Gef release
from NGO-SS-HA-Gef. When 1 or 0.1 mM GSH was present in the release buffer, NGO-SS-HA-Gef also exhibited
redox-responsive release with a cumulative percent release
of .44.1% or 39.2% over 72 hours, respectively. Interestingly, we also found that the cumulative drug release with
10 µM GSH was similar to that without GSH, indicating that
the linkages between HA and NGO in NGO-SS-HA-Gef
would be relatively stable in vivo in the circulation.
In the control experiments performed at pH 7.4
(Figure 2D), drug release acceleration was also observed
in the presence of various concentrations of GSH, but the
cumulative release curve of Gef over 72 hours was similar
to that at pH 7.4 under the same conditions, suggesting that
pH had almost no effect on Gef release from the nanosheets.
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Figure 2 (A) UV–vis spectra of NGO-SS-HA-Gef obtained at different drug loading concentrations after the removal of free Gef. (B) Plots of the ratio of Gef loaded onto
NGO-SS-HA at various concentrations of Gef. (C, D) Gef release from NGO-SS-HA-Gef at pH 5.5 and 7.4 in the presence of GSH as a function of time.
Abbreviations: NGO, nano-graphene oxide; HA, hyaluronic acid; Gef, gefitinib; GSH, glutathione.

Therefore, the abovementioned results illustrated that NGOSS-HA-Gef can be used to limit Gef release during blood
circulation and accelerate intracellular drug release in tumor
cells based on its redox responsiveness to GSH.

As a result, the low cytotoxicity and hemolytic activity of
the NGO-SS-HA nanosheets contribute to its application in
biological fields.

Biocompatibility in vitro

Cellular uptake and intracellular
drug release

Biocompatibility is an essential concern in the development
of nanomaterials for biomedical applications.38 Therefore,
evaluating the cytotoxicity of NGO-SS-HA was necessary.
After incubation with high concentrations of NGO-SS-HA
for 72 hours, .88.0% of the A549 cells remained alive,
even when the nanosheet concentration reached 400 µg/mL
(Figure 3A). Similar results were observed for HELF cells
(Figure 3B), further confirming that NGO-SS-HA had low
cytotoxicity against cells.
In addition, a hemolysis assay was employed to evaluate the blood compatibility of NGO-SS-HA. After various
treatments, we found that the hemolysis percentage of
NGO-SS-HA was below 4% at nanosheet concentrations
ranging from 25 to 400 µg/mL (Figure 3C), indicating that
NGO-SS-HA had admirable blood compatibility with cells.

The cellular association of the nanosheets was determined
using RB as a fluorescent probe.39 RB was loaded onto the
surface of NGO-SS-HA through π–π stacking and hydrophobic interactions, and a new peak at 575 nm appeared in
the UV–vis spectra (Figure S6). Figure S7 shows that the
fluorescence of aqueous NGO-SS-HA-RB solution was
weaker than that of free RB at the same RB concentration,
suggesting partial fluorescence quenching caused by fluorescence resonance energy transfer.40
To verify the targeting specificity, both A549 (CD44
receptor-positive) and HELF cells (CD44 receptor-negative)
were incubated with NGO-SS-HA-RB for 2 hours, and
confocal images of these cells were obtained by CLSM
at an excitation wavelength of 550 nm. A strong red fluorescence was evident in A549 cells after incubation with
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Figure 3 Cell viability of (A) A549 cells and (B) HELF cells incubated with various
concentrations of NGO-SS-HA from 24 to 72 hours. (C) Hemolysis percentage
of RBCs incubated with NGO-SS-HA at various concentrations for 2 hours. Inset:
image of direct observation of hemolysis by NGO-SS-HA.
Abbreviations: NGO, nano-graphene oxide; HA, hyaluronic acid; Gef, gefitinib;
h, hours.

associated with HA CD44-receptor-mediated endocytosis
and could be blocked by excess free HA. The fluorescence
intensity of these cells was also quantitatively detected by
FACS. As expected, the results of flow cytometry (Figure 4B
and C), consistent with the CLSM data, further confirmed
that the uptake of NGO-SS-HA by A549 cells was facilitated
by the specific interaction between CD44 receptor and HA.
To study the redox-responsive property of the nanosheets
with disulfide linkages, GSH-OEt was included in the drug
release experiment.26 GSH-OEt, a derivative of GSH, had
no cytotoxicity to A549 cells (Figure S8) and could act as
an external enhancer of the cellular GSH level. A549 cells
were pre-treated with various concentrations of GSH-OEt
(0, 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10 mM) for 2 hours, incubated with NGOSS-HA-RB ([RB] =5 µg/mL) for another 2 hours, and then
imaged by CLSM (Figure 4D). We found that the intracellular
red fluorescence became increasingly strong with increasing GSH-OEt concentration, indicating that more RB was
released from the nanosheets in the presence of GSH, mainly
because of the removal of the HA shell via the cleavage of
disulfide bonds caused by GSH in a dose-dependent manner. Furthermore, we also studied GSH-dependent cellular
RB release by FACS. Similar to the CLSM results, FACS
(Figure 4E) revealed that stronger fluorescence intensity
could be observed in the cells pre-treated with 10 mM GSHOEt than the cells pre-treated with lower concentrations of
GSH-OEt. These results suggested that the drug release from
NGO-SS-HA could be accelerated by GSH-mediated degradation of the disulfide linkages between HA and NGO.
Based on the abovementioned results, we directly
investigated the concentration of intracellular Gef by UV–
vis spectroscopy. As shown in Figure 4F, cells incubated
with NGO-SS-HA-Gef contained substantially more Gef
than cells pre-incubated with HA. More importantly, upon
pre-incubation of cells with 10 mM GSH-OEt, the intracellular concentration of Gef increased and was 2.05 times
higher than that in the absence of GSH-OEt under the same
conditions, consistent with the drug release results in vitro.
Therefore, the results indicated that NGO-SS-HA-Gef could
not only specially bind with CD44 receptor-overexpressing
cancer cells but also accelerate Gef release from intracellular
nanosheets based on its redox responsiveness to GSH.

Anti-proliferative assay in vitro
NGO-SS-HA-RB, but a very weak fluorescence signal was
detected in HELF cells (Figure 4A). Upon pre-treatment
with HA, the fluorescence of A549 cells was greatly reduced,
suggesting that the cellular uptake of NGO-SS-HA-RB was
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To study the cytotoxicity of NGO-SS-HA-Gef to cancer cells
in vitro, we incubated A549 cells with NGO-SS-HA-Gef at
various Gef concentrations for 24, 48, and 72 hours and then
investigated cell viability by the CCK-8 assay. As shown in
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Figure 5A, both free Gef and NGO-SS-HA-Gef inhibited
the proliferation of A549 cells in a dose-dependent manner. NGO-SS-HA-Gef exhibited a greater cytotoxic effect
on A549 cells than free Gef at the same Gef concentration,
possibly due to HA-targeting-enhanced cellular uptake of
Gef provided by the nanosheets. After the addition of GSHOEt, NGO-SS-HA-Gef showed the strongest cytotoxicity,
revealing that redox responsiveness may be an effective
strategy to accelerate drug release in GSH-rich environments,
thus resulting in enhanced antitumor activity. In addition,
the effect of incubation time on the cytotoxicity of NGOSS-HA-Gef was also investigated. The cytotoxicity of both
Gef and NGO-SS-HA-Gef against A549 cells was found to
become stronger with increasing incubation time (Figure 5B
and C). Moreover, NGO-SS-HA-Gef in the presence of GSH
exhibited the strongest anti-proliferative effect among the test
groups. Therefore, we determined that NGO-SS-HA could
function as an excellent nanocarrier of Gef by distinctly
enhancing its cytotoxicity through CD44 receptor-mediated

$

endocytosis and by accelerating drug release based on the
redox responsiveness of the carrier to GSH.

Cell cycle and cell apoptosis
The effects of NGO-SS-HA-Gef on cell proliferation may be
explained in part by its effects on the cell cycle.41 Therefore,
we treated A549 cells with NGO-SS-HA-Gef in a timedependent manner and then analyzed the cell cycle. The
percentage of A549 cells treated with Gef for 24 hours in
the G0/G1 phase was ~60.53%, which was lower than that
of the controls, indicating that Gef can cause G0/G1 arrest
of A549 cells (Figure 6A). Following treatment of the A549
cells with NGO-SS-HA-Gef at the same Gef concentration, the percentage of cells in the G0/G1 phase increased
to ~71.21%, indicating that NGO-SS-HA-Gef can enhance
Gef-induced G0/G1 arrest. In other words, NGO-SS-HAGef could better prevent the cells from entering the S phase,
during which some proteins involved in DNA replication are
copied and thus inhibit cell proliferation. When the cells were
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Figure 4 Confocal images (A) and flow cytometric analysis (B and C) of A549 and HELF cells with or without pre-treatment with excess HA incubated with NGO-SS-HARB for 2 hours. Confocal images (D) and flow cytometric measurement (E) of RB release from in A549 cells pre-treated with various concentrations of GSH-OEt; UV–vis
spectra (F) of intracellular Gef concentration after A549 cells were treated with various treatments.
Abbreviations: NGO, nano-graphene oxide; HA, hyaluronic acid; Gef, gefitinib; RB, rhodamine B; GSH-OEt, glutathione reduced ethyl ester.

pre-incubated with 10 mM GSH-OEt, the percentage of cells
in the G0/G1 phase continued to increase from ~71.21% to
~79.83%, suggesting that NGO-SS-HA-Gef more strongly
arrested cells in the G0/G1 phase due to accelerated drug
release based on its redox responsiveness to GSH. On the
other hand, after increasing the incubation time, we found
(Figure 6B and C) that the percentage of cells in the G0/G1
phase in each group increased in a time-dependent manner.
Together with the abovementioned results, NGO-SS-HAGef was found to enhance G0/G1 arrest of A549 cells in a
time-dependent manner, especially in the presence of GSH,
thus preventing cells from progressing to the S phase and
inhibiting their proliferation.
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To explore whether the cell growth inhibition in vitro
observed was due to enhanced apoptosis, the proportion of
apoptotic cells was determined by FACS using Annexin V/PI
staining.42 After incubation with NGO-SS-HA-Gef for
24 hours, the NGO-SS-HA-Gef-treated A549 cells exhibited
an apoptotic rate of ~15.02%, which was significantly higher
than that in cells treated with free Gef (Figure 6D). After
pre-treatment with 10 mM GSH-OEt, the apoptotic rate of
cells increased to ~25.42%. The significant cell-killing effect
was attributed to the HA-targeting-enhanced cellular uptake
of Gef-loaded nanosheets and GSH-triggered drug release.
When the incubation time was increased to 48 or 72 hours,
the apoptotic rate of each group also increased (Figure 6E
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and F), suggesting that the effects on the apoptotic rate of
A549 cells are time-dependent, which is consistent with the
in vitro results of the anti-proliferative assay.
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Figure 5 Cell viability of A549 cells after incubation with free Gef, NGO-SS-HAGef, or NGO-SS-HA-Gef +10 mM GSH-OEt for 24 (A), 48 (B), and 72 hours (C).
*P,0.05, **P,0.01 (NGO-SS-HA-Gef + GSH-OEt vs free Gef and NGO-SS-HA-Gef
only). The differences between groups were considered statistically significant when
the P-value was ,0.05.
Abbreviations: NGO, nano-graphene oxide; HA, hyaluronic acid; Gef, gefitinib;
RB, rhodamine B; GSH-OEt, glutathione reduced ethyl ester.
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Tissue biodistribution of Gef was assessed in A549 tumorbearing mice. Gef was found to disperse rapidly, that is, within
1 hour, into the major organs of mice (heart, liver, spleen, lung,
and kidney) after intravenous injection of free Gef or NGO-SSHA-Gef (Figure 7A). The amount of Gef in the major organs
followed the order: liver . lung . spleen . kidney . heart.
The Gef contents in major organs reached maximum levels
after 2 hours (Figure 7B) and decreased at 12 hours (Figure 7C),
mainly owing to the gradual degradation and metabolism of
the abovementioned two formulations in vivo.
At all the time points, the Gef content in the tumors of
mice after intravenous injection with NGO-SS-HA-Gef was
higher than that in the tumors of mice injected with free Gef. In
particular, at 2 hours, the Gef level in the tumors of the NGOSS-HA-Gef-treated mice was 2.12-fold (P,0.05) greater
than that in the tumors of the mice treated with free Gef. This
result was attributed to the efficient accumulation of NGOSS-HA-Gef in the tumors through a combination of passive
(enhanced permeability and retention effect) and active (HA
as a targeting moiety for the CD44 receptor) targeting.

Encouraged by the fascinating therapeutic effect of NGOSS-HA-Gef in vitro, we next conducted comparative efﬁcacy
studies in vivo using the nanosheets. After the tumor volume reached ~100 mm3, these nude mice were randomly
divided into five groups with five mice per group. The mice
were intravenously injected with PBS, NGO-SS-HA, free
Gef, NGO-HMD-HA-Gef, or NGO-SS-HA-Gef every 3
days. During 24 days of treatment, the body weight and
the tumor volume of each group were recorded every time.
The average body weight of each group showed no significant variation (Figure 8A), suggesting that HA-grafted
NGO exerted no significant side effects. The mice treated
only with NGO-SS-HA experienced rapid tumor volume
increases as a function of time, similar to the observations
in PBS-treated mice, indicating that NGO-SS-HA induced
a negligible effect on tumor growth (Figure 8B). Moreover,
compared with free Gef, NGO-HMD-HA-Gef was observed
to significantly improve anticancer efficacy, as verified by a
lower tumor growth rate. Furthermore, owing to HA CD44receptor-mediated tumor targeting and GSH-triggered drug
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Figure 6 (A–C) Cell cycle distribution (G0/G1, S, and G2/M) was determined after various treatments by ﬂow cytometry. A549 cells were treated with free Gef or NGOSS-HA-Gef ([Gef] =10 µg/mL) in the presence or absence of GSH-OEt. Controls remained untreated. (D–F) Apoptotic cells were detected by staining with FITC-Annexin
V/PI after various treatments. Controls remained untreated. *P,0.05, **P,0.01 compared with the Gef group. #P,0.05 compared with the NGO-SS-HA-Gef only group.
Abbreviations: NGO, nano-graphene oxide; HA, hyaluronic acid; Gef, gefitinib; RB, rhodamine B; GSH-OEt, glutathione reduced ethyl ester; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate;
PI, propidium iodide.

release, mice treated with NGO-SS-HA-Gef experienced the
lowest tumor volume growth among these groups, indicating
that NGO-SS-HA-Gef can significantly inhibit the tumor
growth, which is consistent with the results of the CCK-8
assay. After 24 days of various treatments, all the mice were
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sacrificed, and their tumors (Figure 8C) and major organs
were collected and sectioned for histological analysis. H&E
staining of the major organs (Figure 8D) showed that there
was no appreciable organ damage. The therapeutic efficacy
of NGO-SS-HA-Gef in A549 tumor-bearing mice could
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administration, with free Gef used as a control. Error bars were based on three parallel mice. Significant differences between groups are labeled with *P,0.05 and
**P,0.01.
Abbreviations: NGO, nano-graphene oxide; HA, hyaluronic acid; Gef, gefitinib.

also be detected by H&E staining of tumors. H&E staining
(Figure 8E) revealed that the PBS group showed vigorous
tumor growth, whereas heteromorphosis along with cell
necrosis and lysis occurred in tumor cells in the Gef, NGO-

$

HMD-HA-Gef, and NGO-SS-HA-Gef groups. A large
number of dead cells in the tumor were observed in the mice
treated with NGO-SS-HA-Gef, indicating excellent antitumor efficacy. Gef, an important EGFR-TK inhibitor, can
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Figure 8 Comparative investigation of tumor inhibitory effects in vivo.
Notes: (A) Relative mouse body weight of each group as a function of time. (B) Tumor growth curves of different groups of mice after various treatments. Significant differences
appeared between the NGO-SS-HA-Gef and the free Gef groups and are marked as *P,0.05 and **P,0.01. Significant differences appeared between the NGO-SS-HA-Gef
and NGO-HMD-HA-Gef groups and are labeled with #P,0.05 and ##P,0.01. (C) Photographs of tumors from the five groups. (D) H&E images of major organs from control
mice and mice 24 days post-NGO-SS-HA injection. (D and E) H&E staining of tumors from different groups. (F) IHC analysis of the expression of P-EGFR in mice; P-EGFR was
stained brown. (G) Quantification of the P-EGFR expression in mice after various treatments. *P,0.05 and **P,0.01 compared with the NGO-SS-HA-Gef group.
Abbreviations: NGO, nano-graphene oxide; HA, hyaluronic acid; Gef, gefitinib; HMD, hexamethylenediamine; RB, rhodamine B; GSH-OEt, glutathione reduced ethyl ester;
P-EGFR, phosphorylation of epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine; H&E, hematoxylin and eosin; IHC, immunohistochemical.

significantly inhibit the phosphorylation of EGFR tyrosine
(P-EGFR),43 which is involved in cell growth, proliferation,
differentiation, and so on. The expression of P-EGFR was
examined by IHC staining. The results (Figure 8F and G)
revealed that among the treatment groups, the NGO-SS-HAGef groups had the lowest expression of P-EGFR. These
IHC results were correlated well with the antitumor capacity
observed in the abovementioned studies.
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Conclusion
We developed a redox-stimuli responsive targeted delivery
system based on GO nanosheets, in which HA was conjugated
with the nanosheets by disulfide bonds. The resulting
NGO-SS-HA showed physiological stability, admirable biocompatibility, and low cytotoxicity in vitro and in vivo. Gef
could be loaded on the surface of NGO-SS-HA through π–π
stacking and hydrophobic interactions. However, the HA fixed
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on the surface of the nanosheets could function as a shell barrier, limiting the Gef release from NGO-SS-HA-Gef. A redoxresponsive mechanism, that is, cleavage of disulfide bonds
in the presence of GSH, was used to accelerate the release of
Gef from NGO-SS-HA-Gef, as evidenced by a drug release
assay in vitro. Both flow cytometric analysis and confocal
microscopy showed that the uptake of NGO-SS-HA by A549
cells was facilitated through CD44 receptor-mediated endocytosis and that intracellular drug release from the nanosheets
could be induced in the presence of GSH. After incubation
with A549 cells, NGO-SS-HA-Gef was found to significantly
enhance the inhibitory activity of Gef against cell proliferation
and induce cell apoptosis. Tumor-bearing mice treated with
NGO-SS-HA-Gef experienced the lowest tumor growth rates
among the test groups, indicating that injection of NGO-SSHA-Gef induced the strongest tumor inhibition.
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